372	BEYOND HORIZONS
normal conditions a plane should not, even for a 2,ooo-mile flight,
be more than 200 miles, or 10 per cent off schedule.
After flying fourteen hours, and when visibility was seriously re-
duced by haze, we landed the Polar Star at 2155 G.C.T. to fix our
position and to await better weather.
Immediately after landing a series of sun observations were taken.
It was at once apparent that something was radically wrong with
the observations, but at first this was a puzzle to us. About nine
hours of the twenty hours spent at Camp Desolation were occupied
in taking and reducing sun observations.
It will be noted that near the vertex of the Great Circle course,
that is, in the highest latitude, the plane making 150 statute miles
per hour, or 130 knots, would cross approximately 15° of longitude,
so that the Polar Star with sufficient fuel could -have continued
round the world at about 80° of latitude and kept the sun^at one
bearing.
Valuable lessons may be derived from a study of the navigation)
problems involved on this flight. All methods of navigation were
utilised. The rapid convergence of the meridian, the rapid change
in variation, the lack of pilotage charts of the Antarctic, the diffi-
culty with the radio equipment and with the sextant, together with
the long distances and dangers involved, make the navigation
problems of this flight especially suitable for study.
It should be pointed out that in the part of Antarctica we crossed,
one cannot fly, except by instruments, in other than perfect con-
ditions, that is to say, clear sunshine. This is because, except for a
few mountains on the coast, there is absolutely nothing by which
the eye can gauge distance when the sun is hidden. With the sun
hidden by fog, the snow and fog blend into one hazy mass.
Therefore, when we did fly, we could see immense distances, pos-
sibly 140 miles on each side of our course. If we call this only 100
miles, our band of visibility was 200 miles, and for the 1,500 miles of
unexplored distance, this made a total area of 300,000 square miles
added to mapped areas. However, this narrow ribbon across
Antarctica still leaves plenty of unexplored territory for future
explorers.
The Polar Star's speed from Cape Eielson to Camp Desolation was
reduced by head wind, skis, crumpled.fuselage, mountain flying and

